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Because Zn is so anisotropic in it s thermal contraction , this exag
gerates the non-hydrostaticeffeet S ofmcthodsthat rel~- 011 setting up the 
pressure in a solid at high temperatures. Presumably, these methods 
would not fail so badly with cubic materials, but as we saw earlier 
they may not be successful eyen then. 

We have now seen something of the methods of measuring Fermi 
surfaces under pressure. Let us now see what physical understallding 
we can get from the results. A \'ery important clue to our understanding 
of several metals that have been investigated (e.g., Zn, AI, Pb, In) 
is obtained from the nearly-free-electron model of the Fermi surface. 
We shall therefore consider this before looking at the experimental 
results in detail. 

B. NEARLY-FREE-ELECTRON lVIODEL FOR Zs 

If we have a gas of free electrons (i.e., independent electrons mO\'ing 
in a uniform potential), the energy of an electron of momentum p or 
wavenumber k is just p2/2m or ft 2k2/2rn where m is the electron mass. 
If the electrons form a completely degenerate gas, all the energy levels 
up to a certain energy, E F , are occupied (each level with two elec
trons of opposite spin) and those above EF are empty. The surface in 
k space that separates the occupied from the unoccupied region is 
called the Fermi surface and so for free electrons it is just a sphere: 

~ (k2 + F + F) - E x y z - F 
2m 

(5) 

The radius of the sphere thus depends on E F ; i.e., on the numuer of 
electrons to be accommodated and on the volume available to them. 

If we ignore the bttice potential inside a metal, and interactions 
between the electrons , then in this simple approximation the Fermi 
surface of the metal is a sphere in k space whose volume is just suffi
cient to accommodate all the valence electrons of that metal. If the 
metal has ~7I,T atoms in ,"oIurne V with z valence electrons per atom 
then: 

E
F

= _3 ____ 3 ( 3)~ :t2ft2 (ZN)~ 
rr 2m V 

(6) 

where we have allowed for two electrons of opposite spin per trans
lational energy level. Thus EF varies inversely as two thirds power 
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